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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

Jn the following pages are a number of electronic synthesiser 
related projects for a variety of sound effects. Each- chapter 
deals with one project and begins by expfaining its 
application and theory of operatio11. Most of the projects 
use integrated circuits, usually as the central element, but also 
in peripheral circuits. There are now a very large variety of 
I. C.'s on the market, which perform many tasks in the sound 
effects field at a much cheaper price than with discrete 
transistors. From the construction point of view much time 
can be saved and, with less soldered joints, there is a lot less 
to go wrong. 

Full coi1st~uctfonal details are given for all circuits. Printed 
circuit boards have been adopted as a gener:il method of 
constrnctlon, but there is no reason why Veroboard or other 
methods cannot be used Instead. It is assumed that most 
renders will be acquainted with the preparation of printed 
circuit boards. If not, full instntctlons are given with the , 
many printed circuit kits that can be purchased. As regards 
cases and front panels, general suggestions only are given. 
Many readers may have existing equipment which they might 
wish to match into, or rnay Jiave tl1eir own ',Preferences witli 
regards to housing the circuits. 

Few aspects of the projects could be consideretl 'critical', and 
so construction of them could easily be undertaken by the 
inexperienced. Sockets can be used for the I.C.'s, thus 
reducing the possibility of damage while soldering them iu. 
Setting up requirements are kept to a minimum, hut where 
they are necessary a good multimeter is all you need. One 
that ha$ a sensitivity of 20 kf2/V would be adequate. An 
oscilloscope is an expensive luxury these days, but if you have 
access to one, it will be very useful for looking at the 
various waveforms. In addition, a simple amplifier with 
loudspeaker and an a~lo signal generator (sine/sq~are wave 
output, 20 Hz - 20 kHz frequency) will be found most useful. 
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The final chapter deals with the projects as a whole, and how 
tl1ey may be fitted together. It also gives information on how 
the projects in tlus book can work within an ·electronic music 
studio, although it is expected that you, the reader, will have 
muny more ideas on how these projects can be made to 
produce electronic music. 

Finally, the author wishes to acknowledge the inv:iluable help 
of Miss Debra Berry for checking, correcting :111d typing the 
manuscrlpt, 
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CHAPTER2 

SINGLE-CHIP SYNTHESISER 

If you take a VCO, a low frequency osciUalor, an envelope 
shaper and VCA, a noise generator and a mixer, plus various 
other bits and pieces, you have got a simple synthesiser. What 
may be surprising is that all of this is now av:1i lab lo in a little 
black package wiU1 28 pins protruding thorefrom. 

The SN76477N chip is now available for two or tlirce pounds. 
I t is primarily Intended for use in g:1mes and alarms. 1 Iowcvcr, 
due to the versalllity oft he device it is possible to program 
an extremely wide variety of audio waveforms . . 

Programming Is by four methods, namely resistors, 
capacitors, logic and :malogue signals, operating in vurious 
combinations. 

Figure 2.1 shows :i block di:igr:im of the chip. Essen1i:illy 
there arc three sound generators - the LrO, VCO :ind noise 
generator, which are mixed, given an envelo1>e, :implificd 
.ind finally outputted. Most p:iramelers can be controlled 
externally and :my combin:ition of lhe three generators can 
be selected in Uto rnix~r. 

We sh:ill look at each block in the system In tum, eoncontrnllng 
on how it is controlled :ind what it controls after it. 

Low Frequency Oscil.lator (LFO) 

The LFO has a working frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 
30 Hz, whicli is controlled by a resistor on pin 20 and a 
capacitor on pin 21. TJic frequency is given by: 

f= 0.64/RC Hz 

The ·LFO produces two outputs - the first is a square wave 
wJuch is fed to the mixer, and the second is a triangular wave 
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which is fed to ti\e VCO via :i switching system. This second 
waveform can be changed to an exponential one by putting a 
tesistor across the timing capacitor on pin 21. 

Ext. Ext. 
VCO VCO noise 

Control select clrl. Pilch Control Ctr1. clock 

21 20 22 1e 19 1e · rr 4 '3 

Ext. 
LFO ,w, VCO/LFO 

select 
JU\ 

Mixer 

System 
enoble 
logic. 

1 shot 
circuit 

Envelope 
select 
logic 

• 

A.O. 

vco 

Ell'lelope 
shaper 

+ 
modulator 

Noise 
clock 

Noise 
generator 

Noise 
filler 

Control Select timing Attack Delay Amplitude 

Fig. 2.f 8/oc/c di(!grom of 76477 

Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) 

The VCO_has a·worklng frequency range from 1 Hz to 20 kHz, 
and this is _cont.rolled by 4 



a) an external voltage (pin 16) 
or 

b) the t riangular output from U1e LFO 

nnd/or 
c) a resistor and capacitor on pins 18 and 17 respecllvely. 

In fact the resistor and cnpacitor set the minimum frequency 
of the VCO, :md is given by: 

f= 0.64/RC Hz 

Between tl1e LFO and VCO is a swltcl1ing circuit which 
selects either the LFO triangle output or an external control 
voltage as a control input to the VCO. The switching function 
is controlled by logic signals on pin 22. Therefore a logic O 01i 

pin 22 connects the VCO control input to 1111 external control 
voltage on pin 16, while a logic 1 connects tl1e LFO triangle 
output to the VCO Input. The external control voltage must 
lie between O and 2.5V. Frequency increases wiU1 decreasing 
voltage. 

A voltage on· pin 19 adjusts pitch, or mark-space ratio. Thi, 
facility permits a change in the quali ty and tone colour of the 
sound produced. This voltage should be between O und 2.SV., 
and tl1e mark-space ratio increases with increasing voltage. 

The output of the VCO, which is a square wave, is feel to tho 
mix.er and to t_he envelope select logic. 

Noise Generator 

Something that hi-Ii buffs are forever trying to elimin:ite is th:it 
which puts :i lot of life into electronic music. In the 76477, 
white noise is generated by a shift register, clocked by a ring 
oscillator (noise clock). It is then passed through u low-pass 
filler whose b:indwidth can be varied externally by a 
capacitor at pin 6 and a resistor at pin 5. The cutoff frequency 
is given by: 
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f= 1.28/RC Hz 

It is possible to omit filtering by removing the capacitor .ind 
leaving ai.'esis!or at pin 5. · 

The noise clock's frequency can also be varied with an e,1Cternal, 
resistor on pin 4. Alternatively an external clock can be 
connected via pin 3. 

'Mixer 

Ti{e three outputs from the LFO, VCO and noise generator are 
. fed to the mixer. This Is not au analogue mixer in the normal 
sense because.Instead of summing the input signals it 
muliiplexes them. No problems are caused for us however, 
since the mixer output is taken internally to the envelope 
shaper and modulator. 

The contents of the mix are determined by the three control 
lines A, B, C on_pins 26, 25, 27 respectively. logic signals are 
presented to these lines according to the trutl:J. table in 
Figure 2.2 in order to achieve the respective mix required. 
Note the control situation with logic l on all inputs - tho 
output from tlie mixer is inhibited. 

C (27) B (25) A (26) Output 

0 0 0 vco 
0 

,. 
0 1 LFO 

I • 

0 1 0 Noise 

0 f 1 VCO/nolse --

1 0 0 LFO/noise 

1 0 1 LFO/VCO/noise 

1 1 
' 

0 LFO/VCO 

1 1 f Inhibit (zero output) 

Fig. 2.lt Mixer truth table 
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System Enable Logic/One Shot Circuit/Envelope Select 
Logic/Envelope Sha~ and Modulator 

TI1e first three circuits are all basically logic circuits which 
provide control for the envelope shaper and modulator. 

The system en.able logic switches the signal output of the chip 
on or off depending on whether a logic 1 or O respectively 
are applied to pin 9. This circuit a.lso operates in conjunction 
with the one-shot circuit, which ls a monostable whose time 
constant is determined by a resitor and capacitor O!l pins 
24 and 23 respectively. This time constant can be found 
from: 

t= RC seconds 

The one-shot circuit enables many sounds like explos~ons or 
percussive effects to be made. The monostable is activated 
when pin 9 goes from logic I to logic 0. In practice this is 
easily carried out with a push-button arrangement. 

The envelope select logic is a circuit which decides wh.lch 
signal will be fed to the envelope shaper and modulator. 
The ~e)ection is COf\trolled by logic signals on pins 1 and 28, 
llJld the truth table for this is shown in Figure 2.3. This 
circuit works in conjunction with the envelope shaper and 
modulator, which generates and applies au attack-decay 
envelope to the selected input. How this works with the 
envelope select logic is also set out in Figure 2.3 . ' 

!-ooic input 
pin ·1 pin 28 Envelope selected Attack romp starts on ••.• 

0 0 vco Positive edge from VCO 
0 1 Mixer only · } System enable (pin 9) 

• t 0 One-shot to logic 0 

1 1 VCO with alternating cycles Every other positive edge 
from VCO 

Fig. 2.3 Envelope select table 
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"'l'he envelope s~per Is a-simple attack-decay type whose 
attack and d~cay functions are controlled by resistors on pins 
JO and 7 respectively, and also a capacitor on pin 8. The 
resistors set the relative attack and decay times, whilo the 
capacitor sets the overall tinting. 

Output Amplifier 

The envelope shaper and modulator feeds directly Into the 
output amplifying stage. The gain can be varied externally, 
and the output voltage peak-to-peak will be 3.4 Ry/Re where 
Ry is the resistor at pi.11 12 and Re is the resistor at pin 11. 

Since Ro at pin 11 controls the gain directly, it can be usefully 
employed for amplitude modulation. The recommended 
llmils to its value are 22 H2 to 220 kU 

There aJso exists, via pin 12, the possibility of providing an 
external in put. This can be in the form of a voice signal, via 
a micrqphone and pre-amplifier, or an elechic 1husical instru• 
mcnt such as a guitar or organ. Feeding such a signal in here 
has the effect of mixing the internal signal with external 
before being amplified and outputted. 

~------------o+9v 

-,,
Bf I .... 

C1 

IC1 
CoM n 

3 

.,,2 ...... ---0.+!Sv 

C2 

--------- ---Qov 
Components: 
Ct 100µF ' 16v elect. 
C2 0·1µ.F polyester 
IC1 µ.A78L05AWC 5v regulator ot 100mA 
81 . 9v botlery PP6 or sirnilor 

Fig. 2.4 Battery power supply 
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Reg11lator 

This is the power supply of the chip. Externally, it requires a 
regi!l:ited S volts, an unregulated, but smoothed, 9 volts, and 
a ground. The current drawn by tl1e cl1ip is around 15 mA. 
This can easily be supplied oy a battery, and a circuit to be used 
with one is shown in Figure 2.4. This circuit is required to give 
the regulated SV. supply. 

Figure 2.5 shows.a mains power supply which will do the same 
Joo. 

• 

• ------------o+9v 

C1 IC1 .-2--~+5v 

C2 

'-----------------oov 
Components: 
Cl 470µF 16v elect. 
C2 0·1µF polyester 
IC1 µA78L05AWC 5v regulator ot 100mA 
D1-4 W01 bridge rectifier 
T1 Mains transformer 6v ot 6VA 

Fig. 2.5 Mains P.S.IJ, 

A Practical Circuit 

To enable the full potential of this chip to be realised, the 
circuit in Figure 2.6 has been designed so that all of the 
variou~ functions of the cli.ip can be varied. In most caseit 
this.means potentiometers or switched resistors/capacitors, 
but where logic signals are .requited simple on/off switches 
are tlsed. 
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~ 
.::, 

Audio outou t 

--
' 4 

' IC2 
I I 13 555 Re 



' 

.. 

... -
J 

Componenls: 

R1 4·7k 
R2 4 ·7k 
R3 4·7k 
R4 22k 
RS 33k 
R6 4·7k 
R7 10k 
RS 10k 
R9 4·71< 
R10 4 ·7k 
all ¼W 10% corbon 

VR1 100k lin. 
VR2-4 1 M lin. 
VRS 470k tin. 
VR6-8 1M lin. 

C1 330pF polystyrene 
C2 1000pF polystyrene 
C3 2200pf- polystyrene 
C4 0·01µF polyesrer 
CS 0-01µf polyester 
C6 (}1µF polyester 
C7 1µ.F polyester 
CS 1011,f 12v eiect. 

Fia. 2.6 Pracfical circuit for 76477 

' 
C9 4700pF polystyrene ; 
C1 O 0 ·1µ F polyester 
C 1 1 1µF polyester 
C 12 1011F 12v elect. 
C13 22µF 12v elect. 
C 14 470pF polystyrene 
C 15 4 700pF polystyrene 
C16 0·47µF polyester 
C17 4·7µF 12,,:elect. 
C1 S 100pF polystyrene 
C1 9 0·01µF polyester 
C20 0·1µF polyester 
C21 1µF polyester 

IC1 SN76477 
IC2 NES55V 

S1-3 1 pole changeover 
S4-S 1 pole 4 woy rotary 
S6-9 1 pole on/off 
S10-13 1 pole changeover 
S14-16 1 pole 4 way rotary 

SK1-3 single sockets· to suit 
(e.g. phano, jock, etcJ 



It would be easy to provide switches and variable controls for 
every poss1b1e patching arrangement, but some of these have 
been dispensed with in the interests of economy and 
simplicity of the final layout. 

In this circuit, a clock generator has been provided which can 
be used to switch the mixer control lines A, B or C so tl1at 
two simultaneous signals can be passed to the envelope 
shaper. This has the effect of providing the comp~mcnts of 
a mix with different levels with respect to one another. The 
rate of switching is about 60 kHz, which is well above tJJe 
audible range. · · ~ 

~~ $ 
VR4 \8~ 
VR5 8~ IC1 

~ 
...;::]:0-e 
~ 
-0:0-,. 

~ Aud1o 
.. 

out 

0 0 
D 

> , > N '° I ·> 

°' a> :.: iii 0 
+ + (I) 

Fig. 2.70 Printed circuit layout for main circuil • 
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There now follows full construction detail!. 

Construction 

The main chip and most of the associated components are 
mounted on a single printed circuit board. All potentiometers 
and switches are mounted on tlte case's front panel, 
connected to the p.c.b. by wiring. Figure 2.7 shows the 
layout and copper pattern for the main board, w11i!e Figures 
2.8 and 2.9 show the boards for the battery p.s.u. and mains 
p.s.u. respectively. It is advisable to use a socket for the main 
chip - lt will euable you to test the circuit before putting the 
l.C. in. 

c'--_---------- -------"""o 
Fig. 2.7b Copper po/fern for main circuit 
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A B 

+9V 

+ 

ffi~ + Ct 

Bt +:sv 3 

~2 

ov 
0 0 

0 C 

Fig. 2.8a Prlnlld circu/1 loyool for battery P.S.U. 

8 A 

0 0 
C D 

Fig. 2.8b Cop(Jdr pattern for battery P.SJJ. 

A B 

-+9V 
- QC + 

~~ a Ct ae + 

"' +:sv 
from T1 

3 

C2 

Ov 

0 0 
D e 

Fig. 2.9a Printed circuit l<Jyouf for mains P.S.IJ. 
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8 A --------------, 

0 0 
C 0 

Fig. 2.9b Copper pattern far mains P.S.U. 

The whole works can be housed in one case. The case sl1ould 
preferably be aluminium, t'o provMe screening for the audio 
sections. One with a forge removnble front panel is ideal, 
bec.'luse this panel will be nblc to carry all of the controls :is 
well as the main bonrd. This method of construction provides 
'for a very neat layout nnd enables slmple maintenance to be 
carried out. Figure 2.10 shows how the p:inelfits together. 
The seque11ce of construction is to build the main. board first, 
and then mount the pots and switches onto tl1e front panel. 
The panel, of cowse, should be pre-drilled, or punched, and 
lettered. 

P.C.8. mounted........__ ., 
10 stand clear ~ 
of pots ond 
awllches 

I 

Pols ond 
switches 

~--Front panel 
-mode from 18 swg 
aluminium 

Fig. 2.10 Diagram showing mdhad of panel assembly (not If? seal,) 
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Wiring can then begin, following the circuit diagram. The rulo 
at this point is to keep all wiring to one side of the board, so 
that when the board fixing screws are removed, it can be 
'hinged' away from the panel, exposing the controls. Use 
different coloured connecting. wires if possible. Not only do 
they look professional but they make things a lot easier when 
you are trying to find out where the wires go! 

When the panel is complete, you can start preparing the rest of 
the box. The power supply fifs in here and fairly long wires 
should be connected to the board so that it is easy to fay the 
panel alongside the box without stretching the wires. The 
mains cable (ifyoil are using a mains p.s.u.) ls Jed into the 
box through a hole at tl1e back. Make sure there is a grommet 
in this hole and it's a good idea to clamp the cable inside the 
box. Figure 2.11 gives details of the box assembly. 

Front panel fi~ed IQ 
aluminium onole 
on sides of 
bc»t . 

BolC 
mode from 

12 mm plywood 
or chipwood or 

18 awo sheet metal 

Fig. 2.11 Sketch showing pone/ in place in !he box 

After all this has been done, you can try the circuit out. Uttlo 
should go wrong tJ1at a soldering iron will not cure. 

Using the Single-Chip Synthesiser 

After reading the explanatory notes earlier you should already 
have a good idea of what the 76477 is capablo of, but here are 
just a few extra hints to help you on your .way. 

When setting up the circuit to produce n particular sowid, it ls 
best to adjust the controls in the following order: 

16 



1) Set al pots and rotru:y switches to their mid~values. 

2) Select mixer combination. 
3) Select envelope. 

4) Adjust VCO, noise generator, and LFO. 

5) Adjust attack and decay. 

6) Adjust output amplitude. 

A large vadety ofwavefonns can be syntl1esised with this 
circuit, but further effects can be produced by bringing in the 
external circuits such as the clock on the mixer s.elect Jines or the 
the external noise clock. The VCO frequency also J1as provision 
for external control and this could be connected to a device 

• such as the sequencer to be described Jater1 or another volt:ige• 
generating device. · 



CHAPTER3 

ANALOGUE DELAY LIN£ 

The concept of delay is very important in music and sound. 
Sound waves, travelling Uuough air at 343 metres per second, 
take a finite time to reach the ear. Think of a gun being fired 
some distance away . .You see the smoke, then hear the shot 
a couple of seconds !ater. 

It Is the delay in sound waves reaching our cars that enables us 
to position sound sources without using our eyes. Sitting ,in 
front of an orchestra, the sound waves ema11ating from. a violin 
on the left take longer to reach the right ear than the left. A 
ph~se difference results, which the brain interprets as position. 

Reverberation is also causecf by delayed signals. More recent 
'artificial' effects U1at rely on delay include pl1asing and 
flanging. 

Uqtll recently, these !utter effects were cltl1er produced by two 
tape recorders playing the same signal - one delayed, ono 
not - or by electronically filtering the signal so as to produce 
nn effect appro;iching that of true phasing or flanging. 
Reverberation has been produced by all manner of mechanical 
methods: springs, plates, bathrooms and so on. 

Now a purely electronic delay mechanism has been evolved -
the analogue delay line, or bucket brigade device. 

Theory 

A most useful analogy is the bucket brigade, a line of firemen 
each with buckets. Water would be tipped from bucket to. 
bucket along the line until it reached the fire at the other end. 

In o.ur delay line, the buckets are capacitors and the water is 
electric charge. The capacitors are connected in a chain, 
linked by electronic switches. The device requires a cluck 
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input to activate these switches. Figure 3.1 wt11 help e~ 
the method of operation. · 

On phase I of the clock signal, input 'a' is sampled and the 
capacitor in stage 1 charges up to the level of the signal. Phase 
Il comes along and the contents of stage 1 are transferred to 
.stage 2. No inputs are sampled on clock phase IL Phase I 
returns and another input signal 'c' is sampled and stored in 
stage 1. At the same time sample 'a' is shifted from stage 2 
to 3. 

It Is not too difficult to see .that each input sample gets shunted 
along the delay line every time the clock chaµges phase. Note, 
too, that an input is sampled only on alternate clock phases. 
To enable a complete signal to be taken from the far end of 
the delay line, the other half of the signal ls clocked through 
another delay line wl1ich is connected in parallel to the first. 

The clock input, however, must be in anti phase to thnt of the 

Deloy stages -

Input 2 3 4 5 6 Clock 
phase 

a I 

lI 

O> ............. ir-r7'...,-,.1 

E l.<.L""-¥--"~+--+'~4----1----+--- •o-
F 

I 

n 
I 

n 
I 

.n 

Clock signal = ..f"l.....f7-
~ 

FJ(). 3. t Operation al delay. fiM 
)..' 
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first delay line, which is easily achieved in practice using digital 
circuit techniques, as will be seen later. 

It is not too mathematically difficult to see that the delay 
time of a signal passing down the line is: 

number of stages 
seconds 2 x clock frequency 

So that if, as in the Mullard TDA1022, the number of stages is 
512 (or rather 512 pairs of stages if you consider the two 
parallel lines), and the signal frequency is 1024 Hz, the delay 
time is: 

512 
2 x 1024 = 0.25 seconds 

It would seem that the analogue delay line wraps up the whole 
delay problem quite neatly .in its black plastic box. Not sol 

Of comse, the t rouble comes with bandwidth. As tl1e clock 
frequency comes down and delay time goes up, so the 
bandwidth decreases in proportion. The maximum 
theoretical signal frequency is half tl1e clock frequency, but 
practically it is better to assume the maximum bandwidth (i.e: 
maximum signal frequency) to be a third of the clock frequency. 

To illustrate the effect which this limitation has on our use of the 
delay line, Figure 3.2 shows graphically how the bandwidth 
decreases with increase in delay time for the TDA1022. 

If we wanted a delay of 0 •. 1 seconds, the clock frequency would 
have to be: 

512 
ZxO.l =2560.Hz 

Thus the 1naximum bandwidth would be: 

1/3 x 2560 = 853 Hz 
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Fig. 3.2 Graph of de/py vs. bondwkifh for the TOAf022 

It is easy to see that to achieve a workable bnndwidth, we l1ave 
to :iccept an-apparently small delny time, unless we connected 
several delay lines together, wl1iclt would be ,expensive. 

In actual fact, a great many applications of delay lines only 
require a short delay time, and thus the bandwidth problem 
only has an effect when we want dlscrete echoes. 

To prepare the signal for input it is passed tluough. a low-pass 
filter to remove all frequencies above the bandwidth. In 
addition a low-pass filter is used at the output to remove the 
clock frequency. 

Noise is always a problem in audio circuits, and the delay line 
is no exception in this respect. The noise arises from the 
leakage from the buckets, and is unfortunately more prominent 
at low frequencies. By using some form of noise reduction 
system it is possible to get signal to noise ratios of 7 0 dB. 
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Other problems include susceptibility to overload, requiting 
limiting on the inp1,1t, Distortion due to the delay line is 
around 1%. 

So much for tl1e theory and associated problems. Now we will 
see what it can do in practice, 

Dasie Delay Line Circuit 

As stated before we need to drive the TOAi 022 with a two 
phase clock. Figure 3.3 shows a suitable circuit. It uses an 
NE566 ftmction generator. It has a manual frequency control 
VRl and also provision for voltage control via, CL This 
facility will be very useful when we come to the various 
applications of the delay line. Tr J adjusts tJte DC level of the 
clock signal before it enters the flip-flop IC2 which produces 
the two complementary phases that are required by the delay 
line. 

The next part of the baslc circuit is tl1e low-pass filter. In fact 
two of them should be constructed, one for the input to the 
.line and one for the output. T.he filter is.of a type known as a 
fourth-order Butterworth. As can be seen in the diagram 
(Figure 3.4) it consists of two similar stages. Eacfi stage has a 
section which can vary the cut-off frequency from 500 Hz up 
to 15 kHz. The whole fiJ tcr has a roll-off of 24 dB. for every 
doubling of frequency after the cut-off point. 

Having dispensed with the essential peripherals, we can now· 
deal with the delay line Itself. Figure 3.5 shows the circuit 
detail. For what it does it I$ a surprisingly simple circuit - this 
is a reflection on how micro-electronics have changed practical 
construction of complicated circuits. 

The two preset resistors in the circuit arc for: 

a) setting the DC bias at the input, so that the signal is 
symmetrical about the DC level. 
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Componenfs: 
R1 1·5k 
R2 10k 
R3 39k 

, R4 5·6k 
RS 10k 
RS 1·2k 
oil ¼W 10% carbon 
VR1 10k Jin . 
C1 10µF 25v elect 
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Components: C5 C7 

R7 3·9k 
RS 4·7k 
R9 4·7k 
R10 47k 
R11 5 ·6k 
R12 4·7k 
R13 4·7k 
R14 47k 
R15 56k 

_ "" l T 3 I"' . ~ 6 I I T 31"'_~61 
~ all 1/4W 10% carbon 

Output 

VR2 220k tin. dual-gong 
VR3 220k lin. dual-gong 
C3 3•3µF t6v elect 
C4 2200pF potysfyrene R7y TC4 l1R10 R11 - ,.C6 n R15 C5 2200pF polystyrene 
C6 2200pF polystyrene R14 
C7 2200pF polystyrene 
IC3 741 
IC4 741 

Fig. 3.4 Circuit diagram of low-pass filter (2 required) 
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Components: 
R16 100k 
R17 3·3k 
R18 5·6k 
R19 1k .. 
R20 47k 
R21 47k 
R22 10k 
all ¼W 10% carbon 

N VR4 4 ·7k miniature preset 
0\ VR5 4·7k miniature preset 

ca 2·2µF 25v elect. 
C9 o :1µF polyester 
C10 100pF polystyrene 
Tr2 BC182L 
IC5 TDA1022 delay line 

F,g. 3;5 Deloy line circuit 
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Power Supply 

The delay line and clock generator circuits require a + 15 V 
supply, while the filters need a±lS V supply. Thus a±lS V 
supply is sufficient, and will also be able to supply power to 
additional circuits which we may wish to add in due course. 

A mains power supply unit is shown in Figure 3.6. It is fairly 
straightforward, and uses a single chip to obtain regulated 
±15 v. 

T1 

:~ 8 7 

Ct 
IC1 

2 
Ov 

4 0 

C2 

-----<>-15v 

Components: 

C 1 1000µF 25v elect. 
C2 1000µF 25v elect. 
C3 10µF 25v elect. 
_C4 10µF 25v·eiect 
IC1 4195 regulator t15v at 100mA 
01-4 wot bridc;ie rectifier 
T1 Mains tronsformer 12- 0-12v 6vA 

Fig. 3.6 Mains pow~red P .SJJ. circuit diagram 

Construction 

The printed circuit layout and copper pattern are given in 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. Included on this board are 
the delay circuit, its clock generator and two low-pass filters, 
The power supply is mounted on a separate p.c.b. which ls 
sltown in Figures 3.9. In fact the whole p.s.u. can be constr~cd 
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Fig. 3. r Printed circuit layout for deloy line circuit 
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A 8 

0 0 +1!1v CD + C3 
12 

0 Ov 

"' 12 " +(D + from Tl . -
C2 C4 
• ..___ 

-1:iv 

0 C 

Fig. 3.9a Printed cirr:uil layaul far P.S.U. 

9 A 

0 

C 0 

Fig. 3.9b Copper palltrn for P.SJJ. 

ns a complete module on a piece of aluminium sheet, such that 
<;>!her circuits are shielded from any hum interference from the 
transformer. The module can then be installed inside a case 
with other p.c.b.'.s. Figure 3.10 shows how the p.s.u. module 
is made up. A terminal block is provided for the low voltage 
outputs so that more than one circuit can easily be connected. 
Details of housing the delay line circuit board will be given 
later, since there will be more boards to go in the same case. 
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To moins 

Flange to 
focilitate fixing 

· P.C.B. 
0 oo a 
0 • 

0 

Termll)Olblock 

-+l5v 

-ov 
-t15v 

Chassis mode from 
18 swg aluminium 

Fig. 3.10 Construction d11lal'l1 of P.S. U. module . 

Setting-up the Delay Line Circuits 

It is n6t a bad idea to construct the board in sections, so thnt 
eacti section can be tested separately, before going onto the 
next. The order of constructlonis given below, togetJter with 
any testing required. 

l) Clock gencrotor. A simple check to see if the circuit Is 
oscillating is to connect each output in tum to the line 
input of an amplifierso that the clock can be heard to 
oscillate when the frequency is set to its lower end. 
Turning the frequency control will increase the pitch until 
it soon goes out of audlbJe hearing range. To check that the 
two outputs are In antlpl1ase, just connect both to the 
amp1ifier input. The level should drop sharply indicating 
that tho two signals :ire cancelling one another out. Of 
course, if you have an oscilloscope, it is much easier to check 
the operation of the clock, 

2) Low pass filters. These can be checked by connecting an 
audio sigMI generator to the input and an amp. and speaker 
to the output. Each cut-off frequency can thus be 
calibrated by listening for the point where the level begins 
to fall off or by observing this point on a VU meter. Note 
that the siGJlal generator must of cour$8 have tli.e same 
output level for all frequencies. 
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3) Delay ine. Once you have constructed thJs circuit, try out 
tJ,e whole board. With everything working connect the 
signal generator to the input of the first filter ·and connect 
the amplifier to the output of the second filter. Now 
increase the iJiput level until the output begins to clip - a 
harsh distortion will be heard. Now adjust VR2 until the 
level of distortion Is as low as possible - you will not be 
able to eliminate It entirely. Tur~ the input level down to a 
reasonable level, and adjust VR3 until there is minimwtl 
break.through of the clock frequency. 

The delay line board is now set up and ready to use. 

We wilI now look at the various applications of U1e delay line, 
beginning with phasing. 

Phasing 

ThL~ effect has in the past been produced by using a comb 
ftltcr whose frequency ,notches were continuously varied. The 
delay line cnn become a comb filter by mixing the original 
signal with the delayed signal. As the two signals are a few 
milliseconds apart, there will be some cancellation at frequencies 
spaced 1/t Hz. apart, where t is the delay. By varying Ute 
delay ti.me, therefore, a phasing effect can be produced. 
Figure 3.11 shows a block diagram of the set-up required, 

Input o---.-• 1Deloy line . 

Volt(l(Je control Input 

Fig. 3.11 Block diagram of phasing arrotl!Jement 
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A sine wave oscillator Is used to modulate the clock generator'• 
frequency at a slow rate of about 0.5 Hz. The output of Ulis 
osciUator is fed to the voltage control input of the clock 
generator. Figure 3.12 shows a circuit diagram of the oscillator 
and Figure 3.13 gives board details and JayouL Note that 
there is provision in the circuit for the frequency to be .varied. 
Alf hough we do not really need this for phasing, it will come 
in useful for other effects. 

r 6 -+-...,_-~0utput 
O·2H:,; - 20Hz: 

C1 

Rf 
R2. 

Components: R1 330k 1/4W 10% carbon 
R2 Thermis1or type R53 
VR1 1M lin. dual-gong 

Fig. 3. f2 Circuit diagram of sin" wave oscfllalor 

A 

0 
VR1o < C2 > 

VR1 

VR1b 

i "~E 
D 

C 1 1 µF polyesler 
C2 1µ.F polyester 
IC1 741 

8 

+18¥ 

SlnewOYt 
output 

-1!!1/ 

0V 

C 

F,g. 3.13a Printed circuit layout of sin" wave oscillolar 
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C 0 

Fig. 3.13b Copper pa/fern of sf~ wave oscillator 

Flanging 

This effect is similar to that described above. It is obtained 
in much the samq way, except that instend of mixing input 
with output you mix output with input - sounds confusing! 
What happens ls that feedback is provided from the output so 
that, instead of frequency cancellations taking place, the 
response peaks at various frequep.cies. This gives a con• 
siderably coloured output. Figure 3.14 gives the details of how 
the effect is achieved. It uses virtually the same componen~ 
as for the phasing effect. 

Q 

Input o--~..._.~ Deloy line i---• ---o Output 

Fig. 3.14 ·Diagram of flanging o,:rongement 
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' Vibrato 

True vibrato is defrned as frequency modulation, and before the 
delay line arrived it could only be achieved at the signal source. 
A vibrato effect could be achieved with filters and oscillators 
but, nevertheless, it was not 1he real thing. 

Jn Figure 3.15 a block diagram shows how the delay line is used 
to create the effect, By modulating the clock generator wltl1 
a slow sine wave the delay time can be varJ'ed. If a constant 
frequency is fed into the delay line the output will have a truo 
vibrato with the rate being that of the sine wave oscillator. 
Once again the sine wave oscillator of Figure 3.12 is used to 
vary the vibrato rate. · 

0 >-----;~• 1 Deloy line 1-----,.-0 

Fig. 3. 15 Bfock diagrom of vibrato arrangsm~nt 

Echo and Rev:erberation 

These two effects are basically the same, the difference being 
in the delay time required. For echo you need to have a long 

1 enough delay time so that each echo is a discrete sound, 
whereas for reverb the delay time is much shorter so that th.e 
several echoos merge into one, and the effect is of the sound 
dying away over about 1 s~cond. Until now many methods 
have been used to generate these effects. For echo the most 
popular method is to u.~e a tape loop with 5 or 6 ,heads around 
its circumference. Reverb methods include mechanical springs 
and plates with transducers attached to them and also using a 
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special hard-walled ~oom with a microphone at ono end and a 
loudspeaker at the otl1er, 

With an analogue delay line things become much simpler. Tl1e 
method is to fonn a loop such that the delayed output is fed 
to the input - at a lower level than its origipal input level. A 
diagram of thfa arrangementis shown in Figure 3.16. The 
clock frequency, and therefore the delay time, can be varied by 
the potentiometer in the clock generator circuit. This controls 
whether you produce a short duration reverb or several discrete 
echoes. With one delay line you are not going to get very long 
echoes, but irthese are required it is possl~le to connect more 
delay lines in series. Potentiometers are sl1own in the diagram 
which control the final echo/reverb output level and the level 
of the feedback. The latter control determines the rate of 
decay of the echo or reverb. 

Input 

Echo decoy role 

Clock 
oenorotor 

Deloy time ---

Balance: 
echo/or'9inat 

Fig. J.'16 Block diogram of «110/reverb arrantJBment 

Double tracking is a particular use of echo which can give the 
impression that a second instrument is playing. This is done 
by adjusting the echo circuit so that a single echo is heard, 
delayed by about 50 mS. 

From double tracking we move naturally on to chorussing. 
This is the effect whlcJ1 leads us to belie".c that there are a 
nwnber of instruments playing, when in actual fact there is 
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only one. It is used in the so-called 'string synthesisers•, ancl 
can be a very pleasing sound. The effect requires more than one 
delay line - at least three preferably. Each delay line has its 
own slow sine wave oscillator as shown in Figure 3,17, and the 
delayed outputs are mixed to.gether. 

All of these effects llllve been achieved with only a few extra 
components. The main auxiliary circuit is the slow sine wave 

Deloy line 
1 

Sine wove Clock 
-l:Z::H osciltotor H ::Z::H generator 

1 1 

Sine wove 
-l:::Z::H oscillotor 

2 

Clock 

Level 2 

'-1...L.J-i generotor ---<J Output 
2 

Delay tine I--C2:J---' 
3 Level 3 

Sine wove Clock 
__,.-----,,. ...... oscillator t-1...LJ-t generator 

3 3 

Fig. '5J7 Block diagram of chorllS orrongerrnmt 
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oscillator. This can be housed in the s4me case :is the delay 
line itself. To enable all Hie effects described earlier to be 
produced, several switches and pots need to be incorporated. 
Precise details arc not given here since most readers will have 
their own preferences :,s rer:i~tls layout and patching arrange
ments, and which of the effects they will want to use. 
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CHAPTER4 

PROGRAMMABLE SEQUENCER 

The average electronic synthesiser consists of a number of 
different circuits, often duplicated, whlch can be Jinked In a 
variety of ways to enable different sounds to be synthesised. 
Most of these circuits are voltage-controlled, which means that 
their important piLrameters (frequency, amptltude, filter pass 
range etc.) are varied by means of a control voltage input. 
Usually the system is so designed that any circuit's output can 
be used to control another circuit via its cohtrol voltage input, 
and vice versa. In this way the versatility of the instrument is 
increased to a great extent. Having established that voltage 
control is tl1e design principle that runs a synthesiser, we can 
see that a means by which a sequence of voltages can be 
memorised would be extremely useful. Such a piece of e.quip
ment is known as a sequencer. It is used usually In conjunction 
with - though not necessarily - a VCO, so that a tune can be 
programmed w1d played back at will. 

There are basically two typ~s of sequencer, digital and 
analogue, described below. 

1) Digital sequencer. This usually 11as a digital memory cldp 
(RAM) at its centre. To program it, a keyboard is used to 
WJite ln each note as a binary number. The keyboard has a 

' set of contacts which convert the number of the key pressed 
into this binary number. As euch note is written into the 
memory, it is assigned an address and then the memory 
steps on, ready to receive tl1e next note. 

For playback, a variable-speed clock is used to step through 
the memOI:y, releasing each binary-encoded note, and 
sending it to a digital-analogue converter, where it is 
converte'd into a· voltage, used to control a VCO. 

The advantage of this type of sequencer is that the memory 
used is capable of remembering a large number of notes -
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256 ls not uncommon. However, the pitch of each note has 
to be programmed beforehand, and cannot be set while the 
sequencer is running. 

2) Analogue sequencer. The operation of this type of sequencer 
centres around a decade counter. This ls a chip, or piece of 
logic circuitry, that sends a logic l to each of 10 outputs 
in turn. The outputs are connected to an electronic switch. 
which switch.cs in the output voltage from a potentiometer 
so that t11is voltage can then be used to control a VCO. A 

' clock is used to switcl1 the decade counter from one 
potentiometer to the next so that a sequence of voltages ls 
sent to the VCO. 

With this type of sequencer, it is thus possible to adjust the 
pitch of the notes while the sequencer is running,- what 
could be called a real-time mach1ne. The main disadvantage 
is that, because every note has a separate potentiometer, 
the number of notes in a sequence has to be limited to, say, 
twenty. If the main use of the sequencer is to genemte 
background rhythms then this should not be a problem. 

The sequencer to be described here is of the analogue type. 
Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram of the system. At first 
sight it probably looks extremely complex. In fact, it is a 
fairly simple piece of equipn1ent that can produce complex 
sounds. Let us look at the di.)gram step by step. 

At the front end is a clock with a variable frequency between · 
O.S Hz and 20 Hz. This provides a pulse output which set~ the 
rate at whi~h the sequencer runs whert playing. As an 
alternative to the clock is a one-step switch, which, as its 
name implies, steps the sequencer one step at a time. This 
facility will be particularly useful when programming the 
sequencer. 

After the clock or one-step the pulses are split into two 
channels. In each channel the first block is the 'Divide by , 
1-10' unit. In fact it divides by 2-l0;withanextra switch 

I 
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which allows th1rfnp'fit pt'je td by-pass the divider. The reason 
for tJ1ese dividers Is so that each channel can rw1 at different 
rates, but where these rates bear a pre-programmed mathe
matical relation to one another, and are also synchronised. 
It nrny be difficult to sec the point of this at present, but 
when we look at how to use the sequen~r it will become 
obvious. 

The dividers are fol1owed by the decade counters, which 
splits the pulses up, sending t11em to each of 10 outputs 

.... one after the other. By connecting any of these outputs to 
the 'reset' pin of the counter, the sequence length can be 
shortened. 

Each of the counter's outputs, on producing a pulse, causes a. 
potentiometer to be connected to the mnin output. An l.e.d. 
is also connected to each of the .counter's outputs so that it is 
easy to see which pot is active at any one point during tl1e 
sequence. 

An amplifier tolces the output voltages from the pots and 
amplifies them to a suitable Jcvel to drive a VCO. 

Circuit Operation 

The clock generator and one-step switch circuits are shown 
ln Figure 4.2. The clock is a simple CMOS ustable, where VRl 
sets the rate of oscillation between 50 mS and 1.5 s. ICI is a 
set of four 2-input NOR gates, Two of them we used in the 
clock as inverters. TJ1e other two are used in the one-$1e,p 
circuit - one as an inverter, the ot;her as a NOR gate. The 
purpose of the one-step circuit is to provide a single pulse to 
the decade counters. A simple push-button wired to the 
power rail would be fine, except for the possibility o'f switch 
bounce. The circuit eliminates this by employing a mono- . 
·stable to hold the pulse on for a ¼ second, 

These two circuits are followed by ~ o identical channels, A 
and B. The first two circuits in each channel are the dMdet 
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Compon(lnts: 
R1 680k 
R2 15k 
R3 390k 
all ¼W 10% carbon 

VR1 470k lin. 

S2 
to dividers 

C 1 2·2µF 16v lontolum 
C2 0·47µF polyosl~r 
1c1 400tBE c~os 
S1 push on/release off 
S2 1 pole chonoeover 

Fig. 4.2 Circvlt diagram of clock + one slep 

' 

and the trigger pulse monostable, and are shown In Figure 4.3 

The divider circuit consists of a decade counter (IC2) :ind 3 
NOR gates and an inverter (JC3). The counter counts up to 
the number sot by the rotary switch S4, at which point a pulso 
is sent to the output while the counter is reset. Thus the 
output frequency is that of the input divided by the number 
set b y 64. S3 simply serves to by-pass the divider to give the 
effect of 'divide by one'. • 

IC4b and IC4c form a monostable to convert the pulse fr.om 
the divider into a pulse with. an 'on' time variable between 
50 mS :md 3 s. The time constant i3 set by the two com
binations of C3/R4/VR2a and C4/R5/VR2b, which give a well
defined period ifVR2 is dual-gang. Since the circuit is 
activated by the trailing edge of a pulse, IC4a achieves the 
opposite effect, so that we can trigger an envelope shaper -at 
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Fig. 4.3 Circuit diagram af divider + monostable (2 requirtd} 

Componenls: 
R4 15k 
R5 15k 

Negative-going 
pulse 

Positf;e-galng 
pulse 

e ll ¼W 10% carbon 
VR2 1M + 1M lin. dual-gang 
C3 2·21,LF polyester 
C4 2·21,LF polyester 
IC2 4017 
IC3 4001A 
IC4 4001A 
S~· 1 pole on/off 
S4 1 pole 9 WQY rofmy 
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'the very beginning of n note. IC4d gives us the choice of a 
positive - or negative-going output pulse. 

Figure 4.4 gives the circuit diagram of the decade counter, pots 
and output amplifier. Note that only one channel is shown, 
whereas two will be required. 

Tho decade counter (JCS) works by splitting up a clock Input 
so that each of the counter's 10 outputs goes high one after 
another. The switch from one output to the next occurs on tlto 
positive edge (i.e. the leading edge) of the incoming pulse, so we 
do not have to square up the clock pulse after it leaves the 
divider. 

When an output of the decade c~unter goes high, one of the 
pots (VR3-12) becomes active, and the voltage set at the 
slider fa taken viu D12-21 to the non-inverting ampllfiu 
IC8. The guiu of this amplifier is v-.irled by VR13 alld hus a 
rmgc of roughly 5: J. VR! 4 sets the final level sent to the 
VCO. The reason for having both a gain and level control, is 
so that the voltage ranges of both the scqullncer apd VCO 
can be matched, and thus full use will be made of botli 
pieces of equipment. 

D2-l 1 are l.e.d. Indicators to show which particular pot is 
on at any one time. They are driven by .inverters in IC6 and 
IC7. 

S5 connects the reset pin of the counter to any of its outputs 
so that the sequence length can be adjusted to anything 
between 1 and 10 notes. 

Finally we come to the power supply. The CMOS circuits 
require minimal current at 12 V, while the 741 amplifiers need 
a bit more at ± 12 V. Although a regulated supply is not 
nbsolutcly essential, t11c oost of using I.C. regulators Is not a 
great deal more than using a simpler circuit with discrete 
components. D1e recommended circuit is shown in Figure 4.S. 
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Compooents: 
RS-15 560R 
R16 2·2k 

0 3 
2 

S~e length 

al I ¼W 10% carbon 
VR3-12 100k !in. 
VR13 22k lin. 
VR14 4·7k Jin. 

7 
8 

9 
0 
10 

Fig. 4.4 Circuit diagram of decode courtier+ pols + output 
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IC7· 4C49A 
IC8 741 
02-11 Red L.E.D.s 
D12-21 1N914 
S5 1 pole 10 way rotary 
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IC1 

C1 

C2 

IC2 

Components: 
C1 1000µ.F 25v elect. 
C2 1000µF 45v elect. 
C3 0·1µ.F polyester 
C4 0·1µ.F polyesler 
IC1 MA78M12UC +12v regulator 
1C2 MA79M12UC -12v regulotor 
01- 4 W01 bridge rectifier 

1---_,.,+t2v 
C3 

T1 Mains transformer 12-0-t2v at 0·5A 

Fig. 4.5 -Circuit diagram of P.S.U. for sequence~ 

Construction 

3 printed circuit ·boards are used - 1 for tho clock/one-step 
an<l p.s.u., and U1e other two for two channels of divider/ 
monostable/decade counter/output. The coppu patterns and 
board layouts arc given in Figures 4.6 and 4.9 in.elusive;· 

The best method of C()nstruction for this type of project - or, 
for that matter, fo r most types of projects - is to hang every
thing onto the front panel including, Jn this case, the power 
supply. The front panel will have to be suitably large ru1)'\v:iy 
to accommodate all of the pots, and the amount of board-to
controls wiring is going to be astronomical, so it only makes 
sense to have the boards fixed to the panel 

The construction details ]1ere assume that the pots are ro tary. 
Sliders would be very nice, but unless you can get' a job lot of 
them from somewhere, it could tum out to be ~ bit expensive.· 
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P.S.U. Clock + one•step 

Fig. 4.6 Printed circuit layout for P.S.U. ond cloclc/one•slep clrctJill 

11 A 

C 0 

F,g. 4.7, Copper pottsm for P.S.ll. and cloclr/one-s,-.p circuits 
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Fig_. 4.8 Printed circuit for divider/decade counter and output circuits. {Note that 2 of these boards are required) 
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Figure 4.10 shows how the front of a front panel might look 
like, while Figure 4.11 takes a look round the back. Dimensions 
are only approximate, since they depend on what sort of 
components are available. It is probably best to collect all of 
your pots and-switches and sit down with a large sheet of,paper 
to try and work out what would be a neat arrangement. Then 
transfer your ideas onto a sheet of 18 s.w.g, ,Jl:um.inium and 
start drilling. 

• . • • • • . • . 
Channel A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L.E.D.s 

• s . . • • . . . I 

Channel B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Program 
pots 

0 0 0 0 0 • 0 . 
0 • 0 • 0 • 

~~ r t ~ 
~ge~ Sequ- Trigger- Sequ-

ence pulse Clock ence pulse . 
length lenqth Output speed length length Output 

' Divide 
voltage 

Trig1Jer cootrats One 
by n output step 

Channel A 

Fig. 'l.10 Fronf pan~/ layout 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 
0 • 

Fig. 4. tf Layout bt1hind fronl panel 
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P.C.B. for clock/one step 
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Once you have drilied, painted, lettered the front pane1, start 
.s making up the boards, beginning with the p.s.u. and clock 

board, It is a good idea to check this board is working before 
maklug up the other two. With all three boards completed and 
working, the pots and switches should be attached to the front 
panel. Now the wiring can be carried out, following the circuit 
diagrams. If suitably coloured· wires are used then thls part of 
the proceedings should be straightforward. The boards can uow 
be fixed to the panel and the sequencer checked out, 

Using the Sequencer 

The basl.c method of operation should, by now, be fairly 
apparent. You can soon get used to it by connecting up a 
couple of VCO's and envelope shapers, as in Figure 4.12, so that 
each channel has an independent output. By experimenting 
with. clock speed, division number, sequence length and tho 
pots, you will soon be able to sec what the sequencer is 
capablo of. To really illustrate how the sequencer works, 
though, we will see how we can generate background rhythm 
and bass accompaniment to a piece of music. 

Triooar 
output 

Channel A 

Channel B 

Output 

Output 

Triooer input 

ES/VCAt----<1 

' '---<>--------,---- Trioocr input 
Sequencer Trigger 

output 

Fig. 4.12 Arrangement of sequencer wilh VCOs and envelope shapes 

Figure 4.13 shows a chart with two lines of music, two lines 
underneath each one for each channel of the sequencer. The 
tune is the first part of a traditional ldsh jig called 'Dingle 

, Regatta'. It has a good .thythm to It and a simple structUie1 s<> 
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it will be easy for us t9 fit some sequencer patterns into it. 
There is no need to worry if you know nothing about musical 
theory- a short explanation follows. 

The notes are divided into bars of equal length (timewise). 
There are three types of notes used and these are i1!so shown ill 

A 

8 

A 

B 

~ 
1 e 3 4 

i--------Seqt.Hlnce lenqtli (ch.A)----~ 

• • ~- • ~ • • • 
• • e e • • • • • • • • 

i-Sequence length (ch. B )~J-,t-Sequence length (ch. B)~I 

1 

!-+-----Sequence length (ch. A)·- -----i"'I 

5 ' 6 8 

• ., fl • • • ~ 8 

• • 9 • • • • • 9 • e • 
i-sequence length (ch. B)-J--Sequence teru,i1h (ch. B) + I 

{crotchet) (quover) 

F,g. 4J3 Programming the sequencN 
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the diagram, together with a time value. The time signature 
6/8 at the start of bar l means that there are 6 quavers in every 
bar, and two beats to a bar. This means that there is a beat on 
the first and fourth quavers in every bar, remembering to 
treat a crotchet as two quavers. 

To program the sequencer, the first thing to do is to set the 
dividers on each channel. If channel A is going to provide the 
bass accompaniment and channel B the background rhythm, 
the pattern of notes or beats will be as shown in the diagram. 
The bass accompaniment.occurs on every beat, and' the rhythm 
runs at 3 notes per bar, equally spaced. The division number 
for each channel is determined by looking at the frequencies of 
notes for one channel compared to the other. In this case we 
see that for two notes in channel A there are three in channel 
B. Thus, for channel A we need to divide the clock frequency 
by 3, and for channel B, divide it by 2. 

Having set the dividers, we must now set tl1e sequence length. 
Here we consider for how many notes (up to a maximum 10) 
we want a sequence to run before starting it again. The best 
method ih this case ls to have lengths of 8 notes for channel A 
and 6 notes for channel B. 

The timing is now set :md the test of the setting up Is easily 
done wh.ile the tune is played. The fi rst control to adjust is 
·the clock speed. The program pots can then be adjusted so 
that the pitch of each note begins to sound about right. This 
is something that cannot be laid down in hard and fast rules, 
it being dependant on your own preferences. 

Of course, these notes are only really for guidance. Once you 
]1ave mastered the timing controls of the sequencer, you will 
soon find out how versatile this instrument is. If you find 
that the sequence lengths or number of channels are becoming 
a restriction-to your creative ideas, then it is possible to add 
more decade counters and program pots to extend the sequencer. 
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CHAPTERS 

TWOVCO's. 

The VCO is the central element in a synthesiser. It generates 
the sound which is subsequently processed by circuits such as 
filters and envelope shapers. The principle of operation of a · 
voltage-controlled osciUator is that the frequency of the output 
is determined by a voltage lovel at tl1e input. The relationship 
between voltage and frequency is normally either linear qr · 
logaritlunic. The advantage of using a logaritlunic VCO ls that, 
when running the VCO from a keybo:ird which outputs linear 
voltage increments, the frequencies will in.itch closely with 
an equal temperament.scale. 

Two VCO's arc described here - one uses a linear voltage/ 
frequency relationsh.ip, the ot11cr a logarithmic one. Both would 
be suitable as sound generators within a synthesiser, and 
would also work well with other circuits described in tl1is book, 
notably the sequencer described lu the previous chap'tcr. 

vco t . 

This first VCO makes use of a readily available function 
generator LC., the 8038. 'l:Jus has a frequency range from 
0.001 Hz to 1 MHz 1U1d has three waveform outputs - sine, 
triangle, and squaro wave. ln addiLion, the harmonic content•, 
of the sine wave can be adjusted. The circuit diagram for this 
VCO is given in Figure 5.1. Manual frequency control is via 
VRI, while VR2 adjusts the sine w:wefonn - this is useful for 
providing a variety of different tones. All three waveforms are 
mixed using VR3- 5 before being summed and amplified by 
IC3. A wide variety of waveforms are therefore available from 
this circuit. Wit1_1out IC2, a negative-going control voltage will 
cause an increase in output frequency. If you require a 
positive-going control voltage, IC2 is a unity gain voltage 
inverter that will do th.is. 
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Construction 

This is straightforward and should not cause any problems. A . 
printed circuit layout and p;ittem are shown in Figure 5.2. The 
circuit can be housed in a case by itself or in the same case as 
other synthesiser modules. Chapter 7 gives details of a possible 
case construction and also the p.s.u. for this circuit. · 

II) II> . 
a: a: a: 
+ + + ~ 
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Fig. 5.20 Printed circuit layout for VCO t 
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VC02 

This VCO has a logarithmlc.voltage/frequcticy relationship 
generated by Trl in Figure 5.3. A control voltage varying from 
0 to +5 V will cause a current to flow through Tr 1. Titis 
current will 0ow through either IC4a or IC4b, depending on 
the output state of the CMOS dual comparator IC2. Let us ' 
assume that It is high, and tlrns IC4a is on and IC4b is off. ICl, 
acting as an integrator, ramps in the positive direction. The 
comparators in IC2 switch at 1/3 Vee and 2/3 Vee respectively, 
which is 4 V and 8 V, IC2 goes Jow, which turns off IC4a, and 
turns on IC4b. ICl then begins ramping in the negative 
direction until it reaches 4 V, at which point the output oflC2 
goes high again, and the cycle repeats. 

The slope ofICl's ramp depends upon Cl and the current 
drawn by Trl, and so it ls easy to see that the output frequency 
is dependent upon the voltage at Rl. 

Construction 

All the components are assembled on one printed circuit board, 
which is shown in Figure 5.4. Construction is straightforward 
and should cause few problems, but be sure to take the usual 
precautions where the CMOS I.C.'s are concerned - il is 
advisable to use sockets for the more expensive ones, 

The circuit requires no setting-up and CM be put into use 
immediately. Separate sockets should be provided for the 
trlangle and square wave outputs. The control li1put can be 
fed by a number of different sources - a simple pot, a key
board, or even another VCO to obtain cross modulation. 

The use of these two circuits on their ow~ is simple and 
requires no explanations or hints. The final chapter deals with 
VCO's as part of a large synthesiser system. 
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R2 390R 
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VR1 10k lin. 
VR210k lirt. 

F,g. 5.3 Circuit diagram of VC02 

Cf O·OtµF polyester 
C2 0·15\lF polyesJer 
C3 0-15µF polyes1er 
Tr1 BC183L 
ICf 741 
IC2 7555 CMOS timer 
IC3 4001 
IC4 4016 
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CHAPTER6 

A.D.S.R. ENVELOPE SHAPER 

An envelope shaper Is basically an amplitude modulator. In a 
synthesiser it is usually the last stage before final mixers and 
amplifiers and its job is to impart an envelope to the sound. 
Without an envelope shaper the output would be a continuous 
tone. Figure 6.1 shows just what the shaper does to the sound. 

There are two types of envelope shaper, namely A.D. and 
A.D.S.R. The top diagram in Figure 6.1 shows the operation 
of an A.D., or attack-decay, shaper. On receiving the necessary 
trigger pulse, the envelope embarks on the attack section. 
When it reaches a peak, it decays away to zero. Both the 
attack and decay rates are variable. 

In the A.D.S.R. shaper, shown in the diagram below, a moro 
complex waveform is generated. The trigger pulse is often ' 
generated from a keyboard, and when the envelope shaper 
receives the leading edge of the pulse, it begins on its attack 
slope at a preset rate. On reaching a peak, the level decays ~ta 
rate that can also be adjusted, but instead offalling to zero it 
levels off at an adjustable sustain level The envelope stays 
at this level until the trigger pulse ends, whe11 the level dies 
away to zero at a rate set by the 'release' CO,!ltrol. When the 

AO 

\ 
\ I 

ttock Deco 

,, 
✓ 

Attack De 

Key ON 

ADSR 

I , Release, I 
I 

F:ig. 6.1 ~ D{agrarM 'of AD Ol1d AOSR tlflvelopn 
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output from a VCO is amplitude-modulated with this envelope, 
very good imitations of most string instrwnents can be 
achieved. 

The envelope shaper described here is of the A.D.S.R. type 
just described. It comes complete with an amplitude mod
ulator and can be used in conjunction with either of the 
VCO's described in the last chapter, or indeed most other 
VCO's. 

Circuit Operation 

A complete circuit diagram is given in Figure 6.2. Referring to 
the timing diagram In Figure 6.3 will assist in understanding 
the sequence of events. 

Before the start of an envelope SI is off, IC hi and b arc on, 
and !Cle Is off. ICl is a quad bilateral CMOS switch, which 
is a set of four separate switches. If .a logic 1 is applied to the 
control input of a switch, It will turn on. When SI closes, or 
the leading edge of a trigger plllse reaches the input, IC la turns 
off and Cl begins charging via VRI, the Attack control. As the 
level at' Cl reaches +7 V the inverter IC2c changes state and 
the latch (IC2a and IC2b) changes stale. This turns ICJ b off 
and lClc on, wl1ich allows Cl to discharge through the Decay ' 
control VR2. However, it will only discharge until it reaches 
the voltage level set by VR4, the sustain co11trol, and there it 
will stay for as long as SJ i's held closed (or the input trigger 
pulse is held high). When eventually the input goes low, IC la 
switches on again and Cl discharges completely through YIU, 
the sustain control. 

The generated DC envelope is taken to a buffer with a gain of 
3, built arow1d op-amp IC3. YRS adjusts'the output level and 

. hence the depth of modulation of the voltage-controlled 
amplifier whicl1 follows. This is based on an inexpensive chip, 
the MC3340P. It comes in an 8-pin d.i.l. package and can 
attenuate an applied signal by up to 90 dB. VR6 controls the 
final signal output !eve\, ' 
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Pulse 
Input 

Components: 
Rt 10k 
R2 5M 
R3 2·2M 
R4 2·2M 
01t f/4W 10% carbon 
VRt 1M Un. 
VR2 1M lin. 
VR3 2·2M rtn. 
VR4 4·7k tin. 

C4 

Ct 10µF 25v eled, 
C2 1µF 25v c~ct. 
C3 0·1µF polyester 
C4 680pf polystyrene 
C5 10µF 25v elect. 
IC1 4016 
IC2 4011 
IC3 741 
IC4 MC3340P 

+12../ 

Rt 

VR4 
sustain 

Sl9nol 
output 

S1 On/off push switch 

Fig. 62 Circ'1il diogtom of ADSR anvtllopa shopt1r 
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I• Attack Jo I • Decoy • I 
TIIT\8 

Fig. 6.3 AOSR timing dicgrarr, 

Constrnction 

A printed circuit layout and copper pnttern for the envelope 
shaper is given in Figure 6.4. Construction and setting-up are 
straightforward and should cause few problems. Take care, 
wl1cn soldering I.C.'s in, not to bridge copper tracks witlt 
stray pieces of solder. lt is a good idea to use sockets for the 
LC.'s. 

Details of housing the circuit are not given here, since It is 
expected that it will probably form part of a synthesiser or 
other sound effects unit aod will iliereforc fit into a larger case. 
Of course, the circuit can be housed by itself, but some 
thought must be given to the power supply. The p.s.u. is 
described.in the next chapter and is intended to be used to run 
a collection of synthesiser circuits, including this envelope 
sbape.t. 
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Fig. 6.4b C'opper pa~fern for envelope shaper 

Using the Envelope Shaper 

Using this circuit is a lot simpler than the impression you may 
get by looking at an array of six knobs. The circuit is triggered 
by one of two means: . 
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•~-c--,-_.._,,_---.~------•------

a) 'Manual push switch SI 

or 

b) Trigger pulse: logic O = 0 V 
logic 1 = +12 V 

The output of the circuit can be connected to the Input of an 
amplifier, wh.ile a VCO can provide the signal input. Then, by 
experimenting with all of the various controls, you will find out 
how the different envelopes sound. For instance, setting a fast 
nttad<, a fairly short dccuy, mid•value sustain, und a long 
release time will give a good imitation of a piano, providing 
of course, that the VCO is generating the right waveform. 

A violin imitation, on the other hand, is achieved with a Jong 
attack and decay, low sustain and short release. Naturally, 
the envelope shaper is not intended just for imitating - au. 
infmito variety ofllew envelopes can be genernted. 
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CHAPTER 7 

POWER SUPPLY UNIT 

' 

This power supply is intended to run a collection of synthesiser 
circuits such as the VCO's and envelope shaper described 
earlier. All the circuits require a standard .±12 V supply, 
preferably regulated. Since regulator chips are now avnilable 
for a variety of voltage and current requirements, they have 
been used for this particular p.s.u. 

The circuit diagram is sl1own in Figure 7.1. Operation is 
straightforward, since the regulator chips take care of most of 
the processing. 

T1 

;~ In IC1 Out 

C1 
Common 

C2 Common 
In IC2 Out 

Componenfs: 

Ct 1000µF 25v elect. 
C2 1000µF 25v elect 
C3 0·1µF polyester 
C4 0·1µF polyester 
IC1 µA7812UC +12v regulafor 
IC2 µA7912UC -12v regulator 
01-4 W01 bridge rocfifier 
T1 Mains transformer 12-0-12v at 1A 

Fig. 1.1 Circuit diagram of synlheslser power supply 
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Construction 

A printed circuit board layout and copper pattern i~ shown in 
Figure 7.2, which carries all of the components except the 
regulator chips and the tr.ansformer. These are mounted, 
together with the circuit board, on a piece of aluminium, so 
that the metal acts as a heatsink for tho regulators and also as 
a screen (or the tra·nsformcr. Figure 7.3 gives an idea of what 
this arrangement should look like. The complete p.s.u. is thus 
e:isi\y fitted into the corner of a large case containing other 
synthesiser modules. The best method of construction in this 
situation would be to fit the synthesiser circuits (VCO's, 
VCF's, etc.) in the form of modules onto tJ1e front of the box 
so as lo form a front panel. Each module would be a comp!cto 
unit with circuit board, pots, switches and input/output 
sockets mounted on a panel. The power connection would be 
in the form of a multiway plug and socket :mangemont, 
whereby several sockets would be 11wu11ted along lhe bottom 
of the box and co11ncct to the p.s. u. In this way, each module 
can be very easily removed for servicing and repair by un- . 
screwing the panel and pulling out the power connector from 
the base of the box. · 

A.-------------+--t-+----.8 

+12v 

Ov 

+12v 
from T1 

0 

Fig. 7.20 t::_rinted circuit layout for power supply 
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8..-------------------,A 

C 0 

Fig. 7.2b Copper pattern for power supply 

Figure 7.3 shows a general arrangement for this useful method 
of construction. 

Power plug from module shown 
connected to power supply 

P.S.U. 

Fig. 7.3 Slcefch showing orrangemenf of synfheslser modules in box 
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CHAPl'ER8 

.PlITTING IT ALL TOGETHER 

The object of this final chapter is to show how the various 
circuits described in this book can be made to work together 
to produce a versatile piece of sound-generating equipment. It 
goes on to show briefly how a synthesiser or sound generators 
would fit into an electronic music stuclio. 

Syntl1esisers 

A synthesiser ·1s a set of souna-generafing and sound-treatment 
circuits housed in one box. The individual circuits can be 
connected together in a variety of ways (otherwise known as 
patching). The difference between large and small synthesisers 
js merely the nurnber of times that the basic circults are 
duplicated. A small synthesiser would have a minimum of two 
VCO's, whereas a larger one may have as many as nine or ten. 

The VCO can be seen as the starting point in any synthesiser -
gene;aUy 2 are considered a minimum. Then you need one or 
two envelope shapers, and you have a very basic synthesiser. 
Tl1e VCO and envelope shaper circuits described earlier can be 
us!)d together' to form such a synthesiser. Of course, you will 
need the p.s.u. described in Chapter 7 as welL 

With just these circuits, a surprisingly large range of sounds 
and noises can be generated. The normal patching arrangement 
for 2 of each of these circuits would be as shown in Figure 8.1. 

Control 
source 

Control 
source 

Fig. 8.1 Basic synl//Uiser set-up 
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' 
Each pair of VCO and envelope shaper generates its own 
particular sound, and then the tv,o are mixed together. Since 
each shaper has its own level control, we can mix the two in, 
varying proportions. 

Alternatively, one envelope shaper could be used to accept the 
output of both VCO's. This results in a single rather than a 
double sound, but with a much richer tone strncture. For 
instance, with 4 VCO's a rich 4-note chord can be obtained. 
By selecting the appropriate waveforms from the VCO's and 
by setting up a suit.able envelope, many musical instruments can 
be imitated or some new ones 'invented'. 

i• Another useful way of using 2 or more VCO's is to allow tl1ern · 
to modulate one another. This is easily achieved by connecting 
the output of the modulating VCO to the control input of the 
modufated VCO. Fisure 8.2 shows an arrangement whereby the 
output from two VCO's are used to modulate a third. This ' 
arrangement can be used to generate complex vibrato s01U1ds. 

Control 
source 

Control 
source 

Fig. 8.2 Modulating VCOs 

Out 

An envelope shaper can also be used to control a VCO. By 
connec.ting up a shaper as shown in Figl}re 8.3, an interesting 
sound can be hc,1rd when manually operating the shaper With 
the push button. The usual sound envelope will be heard, but 
at the same lime the frequency will rise and fall, reaching its 
peak at the same point that the envelope'reaches its peak. 

Fig. 8.3 ES confrolling VCO 
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Additional Circuits 

Naturally, VCO's and envelope shapers are not the only 
circuits that you are likely to find in a synthesiser. There are 
numerous other circuits, which tre·at the sound in various ways, 
Probably one of the 1,iost common is the voltage-controlled 
filter (VCF) which is most useful for changing the harmonic 
content of a sound. In a VCF, which is usually a low-pass type, 
the controlling input voltage is directly related to the cut-off 
frequency ofthe filter. Figure 8.4 shows a common use of a 
VCF in conjunction with an envelope shaper and a VCO. The 
contl"ol voltage used for the VCO is also used for the VCF so that 
the pass band of the filter 'tracks' the VCO frequency. Tltis 
means that the harmonic content stays the same af all 
frequencies, 

Control 
aource 

Fig. 8.4 Common VCF circuit 

Out 

Another frequently u~cd circuit ls a 11oise generntor. This 
produces white noise which contains all frequencies of the 
audio spectrum and sounds like the noise heard when tuning 
between radio stations on an FM band. The noise can be 
used instead of, or mixed with,, VCO's and cm1 be treated by 
the same treatment circuits. Pink noise is wlute noise whose 
bass frequencies have been boosted. It can.be used in l11e 
same way as white noise would be used. 

Control Sources 

You will have noticed at the· front end of the diagrams 
somethlng called 'Control source'. This is where the basic 
control voltage for the VCO comedrom. In its simplest form 
this can be a potentiometer giving between O and 6 Vat its 
Wiper. A better and more usual source is a keyboard. A simple· 
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Components: 
R1 10k 
R2 1·8k 
R3 . 2·7k 
R4-51 56R 
R52 10M 
oll 1/4W 10% carbon 
VR1 10k lin. 

+12v 

C1 0·33µF polyester 

Tr1 2N3819 
IC1 741 
IC2 CA3140T 
DI 1N914 

S1-49 Keyboard swttches 
$50-98 Keyboard swilche$ 

Trigger 
pulse 
output 

01 

S1-49 

T T ~ • T • T • T ~~2" -I • • 

KEY 
t 

R52 

KEY KEY ••• :... KEY 
2 3 47 

Tr1 IC1 

KEY 
48 

KEY 
49 

S50-98 

Control 
voltage 
output 

Fig. 8.5 Circuit diagram of keyboard ond sample-and-hold circuit 



design for one fs given in Figure 8.5. It has provision for · 
adjusting the control voltage range using VRl. The keyboard 

1- needs to have two sets of contacts - one for the control voltage 
·from the resistor chain, and the other to provide a trigger 
pulse for the envelope shapers. 

The circuit also includes a sample and hold section, which ls 
necessary to remember the last key pressed, and to retain the 
voltage wnile the envelope deca'ys away. A printed circuit board 
for this circuit is shown in Figure 8.6. 

'ni9, Ctr!. 
to kbd. pulse volt. 

VR1 

D 

0 

C 

+12v 

-12v 

°" 

Fig. 8.6a Pr/pied circuit layout for keyboard, sample ond hold 

C D 

Fig. 8.6b Copper pollern for keyboard, sample and hold 
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Using a Sequencer with a Synthesiser _ 

Since details of how to use the programmable sequencer with 1· 
VCO's and envelope shapers have been considered, we shall not 
go into then1 again, but suffice it to say that a sequencer is 
probably the most useful accompaniment to a synthesiser. lt" 
yot1 have enough VCO's and envelope shapers to go round, you 
can use U1e sequencer to provide the rhythm and bass 
accompatiiment while playing the synthesiser keyboard to 
provide the melodj'. Note too that if the output control 
voltages of the keyboard ate added to those of tho sequencer, 
with the sequencer playing through a VCO and a shaper, you 
can change the key of each sequence by holding down various 
keys on the keyboard for the duration of each sequence • 

. 
Using a Delny Line witlt a Syntltesisel' 

Any of the various delay line applications described ln Chapter 
3 can be used with a synthesiser. As well as taking the output 
of a synthesiser through the delay line, it is also interesting 
to insert the delay line at various points along the circuit line, 
For example, tnking Ute output of a VCO and passing it through 
the delay line, connected up for phasing, will yleld a variety 
of sounds. Remember that tho clock generator on the delay 
line can bo voltage-controlled too. This facility enables circuits 
like an envelope shaper to control t11e delay time. 

An Electronic Music Studio 

Although th:e synthesiser and Its accompanying sound effect 
llllils are the central unlts in an electronic music studio; there 
are some more, very vital, items that you will need to start 
composing and producing electronic music. 

First we shall see what sort of room we need for our activities. 
Perhaps at this point some of you are thinking that this is 
rather hypothetical because you would never be able to h;,.ve a 
whole room set aside as a studio. Nevertheless the following 
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hints could be applied to a whole room or just an area of a 
roo·m. 

The sort of area_ that you will need is about 3 m. x. 4 m. 
Thought should be given to acoustics as well- a carpeted 
floor cuts down on reverberation, but if tltis is still a problem, 
try hanging curtains on the walls. Flllnilure-wise, you need 
three reasonably-sized tables, a couple of shelves in appropriat& 
places to hold your amplifier and speakers, and a chair from 
which you can co~fortably reach all of the various knobs and 
switches on the equipment which is laid out ori. the tnbles. A 
swivel cl1alr is the ideal for this purpose. 

Equipment 

Apart from the synthesiser itself there are a number of other 
items that you will need, and these are set out below. 

l) Tape recorder(s). These are neceS$ary if you want to 
retain your efforts, or if you want to build up complex 
compositions by multi-recording techniques; For the latter, 
the ideal is to have two stereo half-track open reel recorders, 
although ~tereo cassette recorders.can be used instead. A 
simple mono cassette recorder has limited use, however, but 
this does not 11ccessarily mean that you cannot do anything 
with it. 

2) Amplifier and speak.en. Some of you maybe tempted to 
use the family hl-fi, but beware! Domestic hi-fi equipment 
is not intended for uso with continuous pure tones, such ns 
may enianitte from synthesisers. Instead you really need a 
high power slen:o amplifler with appropriate speakers. This 
need not be as expeosive as you may think. All you really 
need are the actual power amplifier modules - there is no 
need for .in elaborate pre-amp at all. About 30 W per channel 
or more is a good figure to aim at, although if you use a 
lower rating, check the ratlng for continuous sine wave 
inputs and make sure that your speakers are rated above the 
amplifier's output by at least 30%. 
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3) Mixer. TI1ls is the item that replaces the pre-amp in the 
amplifier. It takes aU of the various inputs, adds them 
togethec in the propmtions you want, and. then adjusts the 
signal for overall level and overall t:one content. For our 
studio we need a mixer with a stereo output, 6-8 inputs 
(the more the merrier, but more expensive), and VU meters 
on each output channel On each input channel we need a 
channel fader, pan pot, pre-fade listen facility and overload 
hidicator, 

4) Miscellaneous. nus category covers various small items 
which you could not go without. Leads, for instance, made 
up in various lengths and with various plugs never seem 
useful until one Sunday aftemoon when you want to 
connect this piece of equipment to that piece of equipment 
and you haven't enoug\1 leads to do it. 

A small tooJ'kit might be useful to have aroimd, as welt as 
a supply of fuses for the various equipment. On the subject 
of mains power supply, most rooms do not have half a 
dozen sockets so it ls wise to use a distribution board with 
4 sockets on it. This way, only one plug is used in the wall 
socket and one 13 A fuso covers all the equipment. 

Equipment L:1yout 

Figure 8.7 shows an example of how the studio should be-laid out. 
Most of the equipment is situated on the tables around you, 
with the mixer in the middle, since this controls the total 
output to the amp. or tape recorders. The amp. and speakers 
are not kept on the table - the speakers for obvious reasons, 
the amp. because all volumc 'ru1d tone adjustments can be made 
from the mixer. 

Be sure to keep wiring tidy and around the back of the equip
ment. Wires trniling across floors should be taped down or 
otherwise fixed. 

Hopefully, these hints will help you create your _own electronic 
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music studio. Once you are set up, the rest is up to you. It Is 
a good idea to experiment fully witli your sound-generating 
and sound effect circuits to find out what you c·an get them to 
do. When you find that the speakers are emitting some 
interesting noises, it's time lo get them down on tape and start 
composing your own electronic music. 

Speaker 
Other 

equipment 

Amplifier, 
i 

Mi~eri ----- ----t=J -~ 
Synthesiser • ~ J 

4m 

Fig. 8.7 Slvdlo /oyouf 
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BP81 ELECTRONIC SYNTHESISER PROJECT~ 

CORRIGENDA & AMENDMENTS Q 

Page I 0, Fig. 2.6: 4. 7k resistors should be inserted 
with ends ot VR I and VR6. Add D 1- 3 in series 
wllh S7- 9. cathodes towards these switches. Add 
lo parts list DJ- 3 JN9 14. 

Page 33, Fig. 3.12: RI should read 330R not 330k . 
Page 59, Fig. 5.2b: Copper pattern should be modified 

as shown: ~----=-:. ~ • 

Add ~• • links 

C 

• ... .. 

Page 61, fig. 5.3: IC3 should read 4049 not 400 l. 

-... .; 
i • .. .. 

Page 65, Fig. 6.2: Values of VRS and VR6 have been 
omitted. VRS 100k !in. VR6 25k !in. 

Page 67. Fig. 6.4b: Copper pattern should be modified 
as shown . 

h)~. ~ ~~ 
~ . . 

C B,..,k old llnk 

Page 76, Fig. 8.5 : lnscr1 one !Ok resistor between 
switches S50- 98 and Ov. 

Page 77. Fig. 8.6a, 8.6b: Diagram and copper patl~rn 
111odified as shown: 

Tri9. ll<Jist 

B 
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• One of the most faseinating and rewarding applica
tions of electronics is in ela,tronic music and there is 
hardly a group today without some sort of 
synthesiser or effects gener•tor. 

• Although an electronic synthesiser is quite a 
complex piece of electronic equipment, it can quite 
easily be broken down into much simpler units which 
may be built and tested individually and these can 
then be used or assembled together to make a 
complete instrument. 

• This book does Just that and is divided into the 
following chapters: 

. I 
Chapter 1: lntro~u ion 
Chapter 2: Single- , ip Synthesiser 
Chapter 3: Anal e Delay Line 
Chapter 4: Prograf11mable Sequencer 
Chapter 6: VoltaQI! Controlled Oscillators 
Chapter 6: A.D.~.R. Envelope Shaper 
Chapter 7: Power Supply Unit 
Chapter 8: Putting it all together 

• A clear and logical approach to the subject that 
should enable even the less experienced hobbyist to 

· understal'ld and build, what Initially appears to be, a 
qllite complex instrument. 

-ISBN O 86934 066 2 
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